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To, 

BSE Limited 

Corporate Relationship Dept. 

PJ Towers, 25th Floor, Dalal Street, 

Mumbai - 400 001 

Script Code: 532092 

Sub: General Announcement under Regulation 30 of SEBI (Listing 

Obligation and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015 

  

  

Dear Sir/Madam, 

We wish to inform you that the Board of Directors of the Company through 

Board meeting held on 14 February 2024 approved incorporation of 

subsidiary of Epuja Spiritech Limited (Formerly known as Sagar Productions 

Limited) under the name “EPUJA SOFTTECH PRIVATE LIMITED” and the 

same name was approved by the Registrar of Company (ROC) on 10‘ March 

2024. 

We would like to inform you about the Vision and work of the EPUJA 

SOFTTECH PRIVATE LIMITED through the Annexure-1. 

Thanking you, 

Yours faithfully, 

FOR, EPUJA SPIRITECH LIMITED 

(Formerly known as Sagar Productions Limited) 

igitally signed 
DEEKSHA by DEEKSHA 

PATHAK 
PATHAK _ Date: 2024.03.14 

15:06:30 +05'30' 

Deeksha Pathak 

Company Secretary and Compliance Officer 

Place: Mumbai 

Date: 14.03.2024
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Annexure-1 

ePuja Softtech Pvt Ltd: Revolutionizing Spiritual Experience 

through Technology 

In a world driven by digital innovation, the realms of spirituality and technology are converging like 

never before. Introducing ePuja Softtech Pvt Ltd, a pioneering venture that aims to transform the 

way we engage with religious institutions and enhance spiritual experiences through the seamless 

integration of technology. 

As a 100% owned subsidiary of ePuja Spiritech Ltd, ePuja Softtech represents the next evolution in 

the digitalization of spirituality. With a shared vision of leveraging technology to deepen 

connections with faith and tradition, ePuja Softtech is poised to redefine the landscape of religious 

engagement. 

At the core of ePuja Softtech's mission lies a dual commitment: to bring religious institutions online 

and to enrich the spirituality experience through the infusion of technological innovations. Whether 

it's through sleek, user-friendly websites, cutting-edge Android and iOS apps, or world-class software 

for temple management, ePuja Softtech aims to be at the forefront of this transformative journey. 

India presents a vast and untapped opportunity in the digitization of temples. With thousands of 

temples spread across the country, there exists a tremendous scope for modernization and innovation 

in how these sacred spaces are managed and experienced. ePuja Softtech recognizes this potential 

and is dedicated to harnessing it for the benefit of devotees and religious institutions alike. 

One of the key pillars of ePuja Softtech's offering is its focus on temple management software or 

ERP systems. These scalable, cloud-based solutions are designed to streamline a wide range of 

administrative tasks, from inventory management and financial tracking to event scheduling and 

donor management. By digitizing these processes, temples can operate more efficiently, allocate 

resources more effectively, and enhance overall transparency and accountability. 

Moreover, ePuja Softtech's temple management software which is under development is not just 

about efficiency; it's about empowerment. By providing temple administrators with actionable 

insights and real-time data, the software enables informed decision-making and strategic planning, 

ultimately leading to greater impact and sustainability for religious institutions. 

But perhaps the true power of ePuja Softtech lies in its ability to transcend boundaries and bridge 

divides. By leveraging technology to create immersive and inclusive spiritual experiences, ePuja 

Softtech is breaking down barriers of geography, language, and culture, enabling individuals from all 

walks of life to connect with their faith in meaningful and profound ways. 

As we embark on this ground-breaking journey, we invite you to join us in reimagining the intersection 

of spirituality and technology. Together, let us usher in a new era of digital enlightenment, where 

tradition meets innovation, and the spiritual journey knows no bounds. 

ePuja Softtech Pvt Ltd: Redefining Spiritual Experience in the Digital Age.


